
Hybrid BLAM for Banijay 

Rights Content Operations 
  

The Banijay Group is the world’s largest 

independent content creation group for television 

and multimedia platforms.  Banijay Rights is the 

group’s international distribution division and is 

responsible for storing, managing and distributing 

the more than 250 000 assets in the group’s content 

catalogue.  After recently moving storage and management of their content library in-house, Banijay Rights 

needed to bring the archive under secure management and streamline operations with automation and task 

management. They chose BLAM for archive and operations management.  

 

Banijay’s Requirements 

“We sit in a different space in the market to a traditional broadcaster because, although we have a large 

inventory to manage, our delivery timelines are generally measured in days or weeks as opposed to 

newsrooms that are expected to deliver content in seconds,” explains Banijay Rights project manager, Mark 

Glennon. “Enterprise MAM’s that offer broadcast fail-safes as standard generally cost hundreds of thousands 

of pounds and can’t shrink below a certain size, while products like the BLAM fill a void by providing core 

functionality in a cost-effective solution that can scale up if we need it to.” 

The BLAM implementation was completed in late summer 2017 and provides a complete process workflow – 

from the creation of media products (placeholders) imported through integration with the rights management 

system, to the ingest and QC of media through editing, archive management, publication of screeners and 

delivery – is all controlled through a simple browser-based user interface.  To fully realise the benefits of 

workflow automation, integration with key business systems has been an important aspect of the project. 

   

Rights Management Software Integration 

The key business system integration is the with the content rights management software, EasyTrack (ET). 

A BLAM workflow polls ET at a given interval to check for any new content additions resulting from new 

content deals or commissions. From these, a media structure based on the number of series and episodes for a 

given title is created in BLAM, and any metadata fields common between the systems are automatically 

populated. In BLAM, metadata is inherited within the hierarchy derived from ET. 

https://www.easytrackdevelopments.com/


The BLAM tracks both physical (DVD and video tape) and file based assets with the import of the latter being 

automated through watch-folders.  When assets are imported, the media handling workflow – which includes 

both process automation and user task management – is triggered. 

The Banijay Rights team manually match media to the titles using the BLAM browser-based video players 

(which include features such as multi-track audio monitoring.) As part of this workflow, the team also enriches 

the content metadata, using controlled vocabularies to drive accuracy and on-screen feedback to ensure the 

data is complete.  This workflow includes mandatory fields which operators must complete before the 

workflow moves on. 

This tight integration ensured that both the media rights and media management system are synchronised at 

all times which saves operator time and ensures accuracy. 

“The integration of our rights management system with media and operations management is one of the 

biggest benefits we’ve seen from this implementation,” explains Glennon. “Banijay is an amalgamation of 

many different companies and being able to put all our content into one library and use EasyTrack integration 

to expose all this material to our sales team will make it much easier to market and sell our inventory.” 

 

Workflow builder showing the scheduled EasyTrack query. Left pane shows the BLAM asset hierarchy derived from EasyTrack.  
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